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Abstract

We present new families of primal and dual subdivision schemes for triangle meshes and
√

3-refinement. The proposed
schemes use two simple local rules which cycle between primal and dual meshes a number of times. The resulting surfaces
become very smooth at regular vertices if the number of cycles is≥ 2. TheC1-property is violated only at low-valence irregular
vertices, and can be restored by slight modifications of the local rules used.

As a generalization, we introduce a wide class of composite subdivision schemes suitable for arbitrary topologies and
refinement rules. A composite scheme is defined by a simple upsampling from the coarse to a refined topology, embedded
into a cascade of geometric averaging operators acting on coarse and/or refined topologies. We propose a small set of such
averaging rules (and some of their parametric extensions) which allow for the switching between control nets associated with
the same or different topologic elements (vertices, edges, faces), and show a number of examples, based on triangles, that the
resulting class of composite subdivision schemes contains new and old, primal and dual schemes for

√
3-refinement as well

as for quadrisection. As a common observation from the examples considered, we found that irregular vertex treatment is
necessary only at vertices of low valence, and can easily be implemented by using generic modifications of some elementary
averaging rules.

1 Introduction
Subdivision schemes for arbitrary topology surfaces can be broadly classified according to their topologic and geometric refine-
ment rules. For example, the schemes of Catmull-Clark [1]—for quadrilateral control meshes—and of Loop [9]—for triangle
control meshes—are based ontopologic quadrisectionof faces (Figures1(a) and1(b)) and use repeated averaging as their
geometric rule. Since they split faces they areprimal schemes. In contrast,dual schemes split vertices (Figures1(d) and1(e)).
The Doo-Sabin scheme [2], for example, is a dual quadrilateral scheme (Figure1(d)), while half box splines [10]—being dual
triangle schemes based on vertex quadrisection—lead to hexagonal tilings (Figure1(e)).

(a) Primal quadrilateral quadrisection. (b) Primal triangle quadrisection. (c) Primal
√

3 (trisection) subdivision.

(d) Dual quadrilateral quadrisection. (e) Dual triangle quadrisection. (f) Dual
√

3 (trisection) subdivision.

Figure 1:Topologic styles of subdivision. For each pair the coarser level is shown on the left with the finer level on the right.

Given these basic schemes one may ask for interrelationships between them both in terms of geometric and topologic rules.
In the case of univariate splines, for example, the Lane-Riesenfeld algorithm [8] establishes an interlaced ladder of increasing
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order B-splines through repeated averaging. Here a single geometric rule, which averages back and forth between primal and
dual meshes after upsampling, generates B-splines of arbitrary order. For quadrilateral schemes this relationship continues to
hold in the arbitrary topology setting, as recently established by Zorin and Schröder [17] and Stam [12].

Even more interesting are schemes in which the topologic subdivision rule calls forjoining primal and dual meshes in some
fashion. An example are the primal

√
3-schemes [3, 6, 7] in which the refined mesh contains all vertices of the primal and dual

mesh (Figure1(c)). The first examples of
√

3-schemes used geometric rules which were constructed in an adhoc manner. Dual
schemes of this type are possible as well (Figure1(f)) but have not yet been considered.

The motivation for the present paper was the desire to find a set of simple (“atomic”) rules which could be composed to
produce families of primal and dual

√
3-schemes of increasing smoothness, mimicking the state of affairs in the construction

of primal and dual quadrilateral quadrisection schemes. Indeed, such constructions are possible, and we introduce them here.
While these constructions can recover some known schemes we will focus more on repeated averaging as a basic tool for new
schemes and future explorations. Consequently we will not explore interpolatory schemes or consider boundaries. Examples
of the former are explored in [7, 5] while the latter may be addressed in standard ways (see for example Kobbelt [6]).

In Section2.1, we consider the particular familyVFV (n) of primal
√

3-subdivision schemes in which trivial upsampling to
the refined control mesh is followed byn cycles of applying vertex-to-face (orVF ) and face-to-vertex (orFV ) averaging rules.
The underlying theory and smoothness analysis forVFV (n) in the regular setting are described in a companion paper by Jiang
and Oswald [4]. Here we focus on the investigation of the smoothness of subdivision surfaces generated by these schemes near
irregular points (irregular vertices in primal schemes; irregular faces in dual schemes) in the arbitrary topology setting. It turns
out that only low valence irregular points may cause loss ofC1-smoothness, and that simple modifications of the averaging
rules correct the situation (Section2.1.3). In Section2.2the associated dual schemesFVF (n) are defined byFV -averaging on
the coarse mesh, followed byVFV (n− 1) and anotherVF -averaging on the refined mesh. These inherit their properties from
VFV (n) in a straightforward manner.

These results lead to the natural question whether one can use the idea of building schemes from a fixed set of elementary
averaging rules for triangle schemes—and their modifications near irregular points—in a broader context. The appeal of such
an approach is conceptual simplicity and generality: the same geometric rules can be applied equally to different topologic
refinement rules encompassing trisection (

√
3-subdivision schemes) and quadrisection of both primal and dual types.

In Section3, we propose a small list of elementary averaging rules associated with vertex (V ), edge (E), and face (F ) entities
for primal (triangle) and dual (hexagon) control meshes, and demonstrate that building composite subdivision schemes from
them covers a number of known schemes, such as Kobbelt’s

√
3-subdivision scheme or Loop’s scheme as well as new families

of potentially attractive schemes. A consequence of recovering, for example, Kobbelt’s
√

3 scheme as a sequence of repeated
primal/dual averaging steps is that we can immediately give an associated dual

√
3 scheme with thesamesmoothness properties

as the original Kobbelt scheme. A common observation is that theC1 behavior is jeopardized only for irregular points of low
valence, and that simple modifications of the averaging rules, similar to those proposed forVFV (n), also helped in all other
examples we considered.

2 Repeated Averaging Operators for
√

3-Subdivision
We begin with a discussion of primal schemes. Dual schemes follow almost trivially from these and will be briefly discussed
at the end of this section. For purposes of exposition we relegate technical details of the eigen value analysis, upon which our
claims are based, to the Appendices.

2.1 Primal VFV (n) Schemes
We motivate our repeated primal/dual averaging constructions with a very simple interpolating primal

√
3-subdivision scheme.

It assigns each new vertex in the finer mesh a control point which is the average of the three control points associated with
the incident vertices in the coarser mesh (Figure2). New control points for the old vertices in the finer mesh are simply
copies of their values in the coarser mesh, hence the construction is interpolating. This scheme corresponds to piecewise linear
interpolation for

√
3-meshes. Instead of the usual line singularities for hat functions we have a point singularity due to the

rotational “smearing” occurring in the
√

3-refinement process. While the resulting basis functions are thus less Hölder regular
and may not be visually appealing, interestingly they have a somewhat higher Sobolev smoothness of1.6571 versus1.5 for the
hat function [4].

The same scheme can also be constructed through upsampling followed by one primal-to-dual and one dual-to-primal av-
eraging step (Figure3). The upsampling step writes the old vertex values (multiplied by3) to the corresponding vertices in
the finer mesh. All new vertices at the finer level are initialized with the value0 (Figure3(a)). The first averaging step at the
finer level computes face values as centroids of incident vertices (Figure3(b)). In the second averaging step vertex values are
computed as centroids of their incident face values. (Figure3(c)). This sequence of steps reproduces the original control points
at the vertices inherited from the coarser mesh while computing centroid averages at the finer mesh vertices corresponding to
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Figure 2:The simplest primal
√

3-subdivision scheme computes new control points which correspond to faces on the coarser
level by averaging all incident triangle vertex control points (left). Control points for vertices inherited from the coarser mesh
are copies of control points from the old mesh. Because of the latter the resulting scheme is interpolating. Examples of basis
functions in the regular respectively irregular (valence 9) setting are shown on the right.

the faces of the coarser mesh, as in the scheme above. The averaging process may now be repeated at the finer level using
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(a) Upsampling multiplies old values by3 and
writes0s to all new slots.

(b) The VF step centroid averages primal
(vertex) quantities into dual (face) quantities.

(c) TheFV step centroid averages dual (face)
quantities into primal (vertex) quantities.

Figure 3:Basic upsampling and averaging operators for the construction ofVFV (n) schemes.

additionalVF (primal to dual) andFV (dual to primal) centroid averaging steps, producing a hierarchy of subdivision rules

VFV (n) = (FV ◦ VF )n ◦ TV V,3 , n ≥ 1 ,

whereTV V,3 denotes the upsampling operator. All other operations are carried out on the fine triangulation. Note that only the
TV V,3 copying step depends on the refinement type. Obviously,VFV (1) is the linear

√
3-subdivision rule.

2.1.1 Properties of VFV (n) Schemes in the Regular Setting

In the regular setting, these schemes have been analyzed in [4, Section 3.3]. For the convenience of the reader, we recall the
main results. Due to the construction of the subdivision ruleVFV (n) from repeatedly used elementary averaging steps, the
symbolPVFV (n)(z) associated with the subdivision ruleVFV (n) automatically possesses a simple factorization

PVFV (n)(z) = P (z)n , n = 1, 2, . . . ,

wherez = (z1, z2) = (e−it1 , e−it2), and

P (z) =
1
9
(3 + z1 +

1
z1

+ z2 +
1
z2

+
z1

z2
+

z2

z1
)

coincides with the symbol of the linear subdivision rule. Note thatP (z) ≥ 0 for all (t1, t2), and that it satisfies sum rules of
order2 (as is clear from the fact that the linear subdivision rule reproduces linear polynomials). Thus, the subdivision rule
VFV (n) reproduces polynomials of degree2n − 1, and determining its Sobolev and Hölder smoothness exponents becomes
a relatively straightforward task. Forn ≤ 4, the results from [4] are summarized in Table1. Since the shifts of the refinable
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Property n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4
Sum rule order 2 4 6 8
Stability yes yes yes yes
Sobolev regularity 1.6571 3.9518 5.9960 7.9997
Hölder regularity 0.7381 3.3143 5.7073 7.9036

Table 1:Basic properties ofVFV (n), n ≤ 4, in the regular case

function associated withV FV (n) areLp-stable, the sum rule order2n represents a trivial upper bound for Hölder and Sobolev
exponents which seems to be approached quickly forn →∞. That the smoothness of the basis functions in the regular setting
indeed rapidly increases withn is visualized in Figure4.

Figure 4:Regular basis functions forVFV (2) throughVFV (5) (left to right).

2.1.2 Generalization to the Irregular Setting

It is clear that bothVF andFV averaging rules are well defined in the arbitrary topology setting and can be readily applied to
irregular connectivity control meshes. In fact, control meshes do not even need to consist of triangles for this method to work.
Thus, theVFV (n)-schemes carry over automatically. From now on, we will concentrate on the regularity of these schemes
near irregular vertices in the casen ≥ 2, since the linear subdivision rule is notC1 smooth even in the regular setting. While
the direct application ofVFV (n) seems to work well near high valence vertices, it breaks down for vertices of valencek = 3, 4
(Figure5).

(a) Basis functions fork = 13.

(b) Basis functions fork = 3.

Figure 5:Irregular basis functions forVFV (2) throughVFV (5) (left to right).

The problem for low valences can be understood by considering the eigen structure of the subdivision operator around
irregular vertices. We follow [11, 16] (although there the details are carried out for quadrisection, the basic methodology
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remains the same for
√

3-subdivision), but leave out some technical steps. According to [16], in order to establishC1 regularity
of surfaces generated by a subdivision schemeS around a vertex of valencek ≥ 3, we have to find the appropriateinvariant
neighborhoodN(S, k) in a k-regular triangulation, derive thelinear subdivision matrix̃S associated withN(S, k), determine
if there exists a so-calleddominant pair of cyclic eigen spacesfor S̃, and prove regularity and injectivity of thecharacteristic
mapof this pair in a neighborhood of the irregular vertex. A particularly simple but typical situation is that the relevant eigen
values ofS̃, counted with their multiplicities and ordered by decreasing magnitude, satisfy

λ1 = 1 > |λ2| = |λ3| > |λ4| ≥ . . . (λ2λ3 > 0).

Note thatλ1 = 1 > |λ2| is a necessary condition for the convergence of any subdivision scheme. If the subdivision rule is real-
valued, local, and geometrically invariant, then the invariant neighborhoodN(S, k) can be chosen finite, and̃S can be unitarily
transformed into block-diagonal form. These facts allow us to simplify the underlying eigen value problem considerably.
Assuming the above properties of the spectrum ofS̃, a dominant pair of eigen spaces exists, and its associated characteristic
map is given by

Φ : U1 −→ (f1, f2) ,

whereU1 collects all triangles in the1-ring around the irregular vertex. The real-valued functionsfl, l = 1, 2, are constructed
as limit functions of the subdivision scheme with initial values obtained from the eigen spaces forλ2, λ3. Note that in these
auxiliary constructions only those eigen valuesλ and eigen spaces of̃S are taken into account for which the associatedf does
not vanish in a neighborhood of the irregular vertex. We refer to [16] for the detailed description of these issues.

For VFV (2) we find that the subdominant eigen values are complex conjugates, and found in blocksB1 andBk−1 of the
block-Fourier transformed̃S (all the details are given in AppendixA.1). Fork = 3 these eigen values are of magnitude1/3.
Unfortunately, there is an eigen value1/3 in the blockB0 (which does not depend onk). Hence fork = 3, C1 smoothness is
lost. Fork = 4 the formal conditions are met, but numerically the ratio of the subdominant eigen values and the eigen value1/3
in block B0 is too close to1 to be satisfactory. Luckily this situation can be remedied easily, and we now turn to two possible
modifications.

2.1.3 Modifications for Irregular Vertices of Low Valence

To overcome the unsatisfactory behavior ofVFV (n) near irregular vertices for low valences, we propose two different modifi-
cations which preserve the basic structure of the above construction as much as possible. The first modifies theFV rule (“flap
modification”) while the second modifies theVF rule (“weight modification”).

(1-c)/k
c/k

(a) Flap modificationFVc at an irregular ver-
tex as a function of the parameterc.

α

(1-α)/2

(b) Weight modificationṼF α near an irregu-
lar vertex as a function of the parameterα.

Figure 6:Modifications for irregular vertices of low valence.

Flap modification applies to theFV rule. Instead of computing a vertex value as the centroid average of only its incident
face values we also bring in the face values of the flaps, i.e., the faces which are edge adjacent to the first ring of triangles
around the irregular vertex (Figure6(a)).

There are several ways to use the flap ruleFVc as a building block for modifyingVFV (n). SetVFVc = FVc ◦ VF , where
the parameterc may depend on the valencek but is alwaysc = 1 for k = 6. We consider

VFVc(n) = (VFVc)n ◦ TV V,3 , VFVc,1(n) = (FV ◦ VF )n−1 ◦ VFVc ◦ TV V,3 , VFVc,n(n) = VFVc ◦ VFV (n− 1) .

The last two modifications are in some sense more economic since they require the flap rule only once per subdivision step. In
AppendixA.2 we analyze the effect of the most generalVFV (2)-replacement,VFVc1,c2 = VFVc2 ◦ VFVc1 ◦ TV V,3, on the
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subdivision operatorS. As it turns out only theB0 block changes and its troublesome eigen value1/3 will be decreased for
anychoice0 ≤ c1, c2 ≤ 1, (c1, c2) 6= (1, 1) (see the discussion in AppendixA.2 and Figure7(a)).

(a) Flap modification fork = 3, 4 with c1 = c2 = .5 (b) Weight modification fork = 3, 4 with α2 = −1/3.

Figure 7:Effect of modifications toVFV (2) on the basis functions at a3, 4-valent vertex (compare to5(b)).

Weight modification applies to theVF averaging rule by assigning arbitrary weightsaj to each incident vertexvj of a
triangle face such that the conditiona1 + a2 + a3 = 1 is observed. For example, if the valences of the three verticesv1, v2, v3

are denoted byk1, k2, k3, we could set

aj =
k̃j

k̃1 + k̃2 + k̃3

, k̃j = min(kj , 6) , j = 1, 2, 3 .

In particular, if we have an isolated vertexv = v1 of valencek < 6 (k1 = k, k2 = k3 = 6) we get the weights

α ≡ a1 = k/(k + 12); a2 = a3 = 6/(k + 12) ,

i.e., α = 1/5, 1/4, 5/17 < 1/3 for k = 3, 4, 5, while for k ≥ 6 we have the originalVF rule. Such a weight modification
which turns on only for low-valence vertices seems plausible sinceVFV (n) works well in the high valence case.

This proposal is analyzed in AppendixA.3 by considering the general weight modificatioñVFα for triangles with one
irregular vertex (atv1) and setting

a1 = α , a2 = a3 = (1− α)/2 ,

see Figure6(b). If v1 is regular, i.e., all three vertices have valence6, we insist onα = 1/3. In analogy to the flap modifications,
we could now define modified rules such asVFVα(n) etc. by replacingVF by ṼFα accordingly. As before, we concentrate
on n = 2, and consider the generalVFVα1,α2 scheme. It turns out that we must haveα1 = 1/3 to obtain meaningful results,
leaving only theVFVα,n(n) scheme, for which anyα < 1/3 yields the desiredC1-property. In practice, we use specific
(sometimes negative)α values to achieve best visual results (see AppendixA.3, and Figure7(b)).

2.2 Dual FVF (n) Schemes
Since dual subdivision schemes assign control points to the faces of the mesh, the definition ofVFV (n) suggests the following
definition of an associatedFVF (n) family of dual schemes:

FVF (n) = VF ◦ VFV (n− 1) ◦ FV = (VF ◦ FV )n−1 ◦ VF ◦ TV V,3 ◦ FV .

I.e., these schemes execute a dual to primal averaging step on the coarse mesh, a trivial upsampling step to the fine mesh and a
primal to dual averaging step on the fine mesh followed byn − 1 rounds ofFVF = VF ◦ FV averaging. Any modifications
near low-valence vertices can be incorporated as before, with the similar restriction that no weight modificationṼFα is allowed
directly afterTV V,3.

There is no need to perform additional smoothness analysis: the associatedFVF (n) schemes behave similar toVFV (n)
in almost all respects. The basis function of aFVF (n) scheme corresponding to a particular face is a linear combination of
the basis functions of theVFV (n) scheme for its vertices, thus smoothness properties are inherited. On the downside, this
implies slightly less local behavior and more linear dependencies between theFVF (n) basis functions. See AppendixA.4 for
more details. Figure9 shows examples of the resulting basis functions in the regular and irregular setting. Note that in dual
schemes the irregular locations are faces while basis functions are associated with the vertices of such faces. This explains
the apparent assymmetry of the basis functions shown in Figure9. Figures10 and11 show the results of the dual subdivision
schemeFVF (2) applied to more complex meshes.
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Figure 8:Examples ofVFV (2) andVFV (4) subdivision (with weight modification fork = 3, 4) for the mannequin and venus
models with the respective control meshes on the left.

3 Composite Vertex/Edge/Face Schemes

In this section, we initiate a broader discussion of the repeated use of what we callelementary averaging rulesinvolving dif-
ferent topologic elements (vertices, edges, faces) for custom building primal/dual triangle based subdivision schemes. Several
observations motivate such an undertaking:

• Some of the most attractive subdivision schemes are of this type (e.g., quadrilateral schemes [17, 14]). Here we enlarge this
set to include a number of different triangle based schemes.

• Averaging rules are simple to implement on general topologies. They do not need the setup of complicated local stencils.
Instead local stencils are the result of cascading very simple schemes.

• The same rules can be used to build primal and dual subdivision schemes associated with different refinement patterns such
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Figure 9:Basis functions of dual
√

3-schemes based onFVF (2) repeated averaging (with weight modification) fork = 6, 3, 9.

as quadrisection (both triangles and quadrilaterals),
√

3-triangle, and
√

2-quadrilateral refinement.

• Higher regularity is easy to achieve by investing more elementary steps per subdivision step.

• As we demonstrated forVFV (n), necessary enhancements near irregular vertices can be implemented by slightly modifying
elementary rules. Averaging schemes tend to automatically treat high valence vertices well, leaving problems only for low-
valence vertices.

• The analysis of such schemes in the regular case benefits from compact representations of symbols and symbol factoriza-
tions.

We begin by introducing some useful language for this discussion. For simplicity, we will stick with the bivariate setting,
where the topology is represented by vertices (V ) of valencek ≥ 3, edges connecting two vertices (E), and faces (F ) of valence
l, i.e., triangles (l = 3), quadrilaterals (l = 4), hexagons (l = 6), etc. We call thesetopologic elements. We also need neighbor
relations between topologic elements. For the purpose of this discussion, we assume the following standardprimary neighbor
relationsand indicate the associated averaging operators (Figure12):

1. vertices incident to a face,f 7−→ V (f) = {v1, v2, v3, . . . , vl} (Figure12(a));

2. edges incident to a face,f 7−→ E(f) = {e1, e2, e3, . . . , el} (Figure12(b));

3. faces incident to a vertex,v 7−→ F (v) = {f1, f2, f3, . . . , fk} (Figure12(c));

4. edges incident to a vertex,v 7−→ E(v) = {e1, e2, e3, . . . , ek} (Figure12(d));

5. faces incident to an edge,e 7−→ F (e) = {f1, f2} (Figure12(e));

6. vertices incident to an edge,e 7−→ V (e) = {v1, v2} (Figure12(f)).

For convenience we also define the followingsecondary neighbor relationsand associated averaging operators (Figure13):

1. flaps of a face,f 7−→ FB(f) = {F ◦ E(f)} \ {f} = {f1, f2, f3, . . . , fl} (Figure13(a));

2. 1-ring of a vertex,v 7−→ V 	(v) = {V ◦ F (v)} \ {v} = {v1, v2, v3, . . . , vk} (Figure13(b));

3. e-diamond of an edge,e 7−→ E♦(e) = {E ◦ F (e)} \ {e} = {e1, e2, e3, e4} (Figure13(c));

4. v-diamond of an edge,e 7−→ V ♦(e) = V ◦ F (e) = {v1, v2, v3, v4} (Figure13(d)).

(Note that we restricted the last two rules to the triangle case though they may be defined equally well for arbitrary polygons.)
This list could be continued but the above relations are sufficient for our purposes.

Each of the above neighbor relations automatically defines an associatedgeometric (averaging) ruleif we follow the scheme

x 7−→ Y (x) = {y1, . . . , ym} −→ g(x) =
1
m

m∑
l=1

h(yl) ,
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Figure 10:Dual control mesh and surface after4 levels ofFVF (2) with weight modification fork = 3, 4.

Figure 11:Dual control mesh and surface after4 levels ofFVF (2) with weight modification fork = 3, 4.

whereh is a discrete function defined on topologic elements of typeY = V,E, or F (mapping intoRn) while the resultg is
another such function for typeX topologic elements. We denote such an averaging rule byY X (since it mapsY -values into
X-values). For example, our earlierFV andVF rules followed this convention. For the neighbor relations introduced above
the associated averaging rules are given in Figures12and13 for the triangle case (l = 3).

Figure14(a-c) depicts some natural parametric generalizations of the averaging rulesV V , FF , andE♦E which are built by
affine combination of these rules with the identity map for the corresponding topologic quantity. By restricting the parameter
to 0 ≤ c ≤ 1, i.e., by taking convex combinations only, the non-negativity of all coefficients involved will be ensured. More
precisely,V Vc usesc-times the identityg(v) = h(v) and(1 − c)-times the averaging ruleV V . Similarly FFc employs the
identity onf and the averaging ruleFF , andE♦Ec uses the identity one and the averaging rule forE♦. Note thatFVc

defined earlier follows as the composition ofFV ◦ FF3c−2. In Figure14(d), we also define a parametric ruleV ♦Ec by affine
combination ofV ♦E andVE.

Although we do not intend to use all rules, having them at our disposal gives us enough flexibility to define a large number
of composite rules. Coupling them with simple upsampling procedures gives a wide variety ofcomposite subdivision schemes.
More generally, one step of a composite subdivision operatorS is defined by a finite number of averaging rules applied on the
coarse mesh, a trivial subdivision stepTXY which transformsX-values on the coarse mesh intoY -values on the fine mesh,
followed by another set of averaging rules applied on the fine mesh. The only condition is topologic compatibility of the
substeps, i.e., anXY -rule should be followed by aY Z-rule, and so on. In most of the cases, we use trivial upsamplingTV V,r
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(a)VF rule.
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(b) EF rule.
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(c) FV rule.

1/k

(d) EV rule.
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(e)FE rule.
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(f) VE rule.

Figure 12:Averaging rules associated with theprimaryneighbor relations illustrated in the case of triangles.
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(a)FF rule.

1/k

(b) V V rule.
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(c) E♦E rule.
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(d) V ♦E rule.

Figure 13:Averaging rules associated with thesecondaryneighbor relations illustrated in the case of triangles.
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(a)V Vc rule.

(1-c)/3

c

(b) FFc rule.

(1-c)/4 c

(c) E♦Ec rule.

1/2-c
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(d) V ♦Ec rule.

c/k
(1-c)/k

(e)EVc rule.

γ

γ

γ

1-3γ

(f) Ṽ ♦Eγ rule.

Figure 14:Parametric generalizations of some averaging rules. Note that (e) is a flap style modification ofEV while (f) belongs
to the class of weight modifications (forV ♦E).

where the vertex values associated with the coarse mesh are multiplied byr and copied to the old vertices in the refined mesh,
while zero values are assigned to the new vertices. Different topologic refinement results in different values ofr, e.g., we have
r = 3 for

√
3-refinement, andr = 4 for quadrisection. Other choices forTXY will be discussed later. Throughout the further

discussion, we will only considerstationary schemes. For these the set and the order of components used in the definition of
the composite scheme are not changed from subdivision step to subdivision step.

In the following, we give examples that demonstrate the potential advantages and the flexibility of building schemes through
averaging rules. We start with topologic

√
3-subdivision:

• S = (FV ◦ VF )n ◦ TV V,3 are theVFV (n) schemes.

• S = FV ◦ FF ◦ VF ◦ TV V,3 is Kobbelt’s approximating scheme [6]. It turns out that the scheme is automaticallyC1

for all valencesk > 3, and that replacing theFV rule byFVc with c < 1, or FF by some suitable weight modification
F̃F β , will again remove the problem fork = 3 (for the analysis see AppendixA.5). Kobbelt’s original choice follows as
c = 2(cos(2π/k) + 1)/3. As a by-product we see that the dual schemeS = FF ◦ VF ◦ TV V,3 ◦ FV inherits the properties
of Kobbelt’s scheme.
Note that yet another factorization of the scheme proposed in [6] is given by rewriting it as a flap-modifiedVFV (1) scheme
(compare Section2.1.3):

S = VFVc̃(k)(1) = FVc̃(k) ◦ VF ◦ TV V,3, c̃(k) = (2 cos(2π/k) + 5)/9.

• S = TFV ◦FFc◦VF with a more complex face to vertex upsampling operatorTFV which assigns values at the new vertices
in the finer mesh as flap averagesFF from the coarser meshand values at the old vertices in the finer mesh as face centroids
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FV from the coarser mesh. The resulting one-parameter family of
√

3-subdivision schemes gives highly smooth surfaces
in the regular setting. E.g., ifc = 1 where the identity mapFF1 can be omitted, we get the six-directionalC3 boxspline
associated with

√
3-subdivision, with Sobolev smoothness4.5 and Ḧolder smoothness< 4. Another remarkable special

case isc = 0, whereFFc = FF and the Sobolev smoothness exponent becomes≈ 5.9402. For c = 1/3, the Sobolev
smoothness becomes even higher (≈ 6.9087).

This list could be continued. Note that the above schemes use only averaging rules associated with the neighbor relationsV (f),
F (v), FB(f). In particular, no edge elements are involved. This situation changes for dyadic subdivision, where the refinement
is associated with edge midpoint insertion. In particular, the most appealing primal schemes cannot be obtained by using only
V andF elements.

• S = VEV (n) = (EV ◦ V ♦E)n ◦ TV V,4 corresponds in the regular case to the family of3-direction boxsplines of degree
3n − 2 (see also [12]). In particular,n = 1 gives piecewise linearC0-spline surfaces andn = 2 is Loop’s scheme [9]
(using the irregular vertex weights proposed by Warren [15]). We will call these schemesVEV (n), thereby expressing their
similarity to VFV (n). For irregular vertices of valencek > 3, this implementation of the Loop scheme is automatically
C1. As in the case ofVFV we propose two choices to recover theC1 property fork = 3: a flap and a weight modification.
The former replacesEV by EVc, the analogon of the flap rules for edges (Figure14(e)). The latter replacesV ♦E with

its weighted versioñV ♦Eγ (Figure14(f)). In AppendixA.6 we show that any0 ≤ c < 1 or 0 ≤ γ < 1/4 are suitable.
Negative values are also feasible. Classical choices, such as Warren’s fork = 3 are recovered withc = −1/2, while Loop’s
(for all k) follows with c = (3/2 + cos(2π/k))2/2− 1.

• For quadrisection, dual schemes are still equivalent to face-to-face subdivision, thus, there is no easy way to extract a dual
scheme from the aboveVEV (n). To create a hierarchy of such dual schemes for the case of quadrisection, we propose the
primal schemesVFFV (n) defined by

S = (FV ◦ FF1/4 ◦ VF )n ◦ TV V,4 ,

which involveFF1/4 in addition to the elementary averaging rules already used forVFV (n). The properties ofVFFV (n)
are surprisingly close to those ofVFV (n) for both the regular and irregular vertex case (see AppendixA.7 for more details).
Having introducedVFFV (n), an associated familyFVFF (n) of dual schemes inheriting the properties ofVFFV (n) is
given by

S = FF1/4 ◦ VF ◦ VFFV (n− 1) ◦ FV .

• One can directly create the dual subdivision scheme associated with the cubicC1 half-box splines [10] by averaging

S = FF1/4 ◦ FF−1/2 ◦ FF1/4 ◦ TFF,4 = FF−1/2 ◦ FF1/4 ◦ FF1/4 ◦ TFF,4 = FF1/4 ◦ FF1/4 ◦ FF−1/2 ◦ TFF,4 .

Here, TFF,4 is a trivial dual upsampling procedure, where the value associated with a coarse triangle is multiplied by
four and written to its center child. All other faces at the finer level receive zero assignments. The order in which the
averaging rulesFF1/4 andFF−1/2 are applied does not matter (this is not the case for any other of the above composite
rules!). The smoothness near irregular vertices, and the proposed modifications for low-valence vertices are investigated in
AppendixA.8.

4 Conclusion
In this paper we explored the construction of primal and dual

√
3-subdivision schemes through application of repeated averaging

operators. These are exceptionally simple and build increasing ladders of primal/dual subdivision schemes mimicking a similar
setup known from the quadrilateral setting. Smoothness problems typically appear for low valence vertices, and in particular
valencek = 3. These can be alleviated through parameterized versions of the elementary averaging operators (flap and weight
modifications).

Taking into account all topologic quantities, i.e., vertices, edges and faces, we then considered averaging operators which
mix these quantities and give rise to an even broader set of constructions which contain many well known examples from
primal/dual trisection/quadrisection of triangle meshes. These constructions contain both new and old schemes. For known
schemes this recasting in terms of repeated averaging steps results in new insights regarding the construction of dual schemes,
for example.

The initial explorations undertaken here pose a number of questions which we leave for future investigation:

• Is there a comprehensive treatment of the question of smoothness near irregular vertices resp. faces, which can leverage
the composite nature of the schemes? Perhaps for repeated averaging schemes using only non-negative weights simple
sufficient conditions are possible?

• Can one take advantage of the product structure of the subdivision operatorS when analyzing̃S as is the case in the regular
setting?

11



• Is there a theorem saying “XY Z...X(n + 1) has smoothness properties as least as good asXY Z...X(n)”?
• Is there a natural example of composite schemes based on repeated averaging (with non-negative weights) where not only

k = 3 but alsok = 4 or k = 5 or k large would cause trouble?
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A.1 Details for VFV (2)

Figure15 shows a portion (solid gray) of ak-regular triangulation around an irregular vertex0 at the coarser level and the
image of a fixed reference wedge of this triangulation under subdivision on the next finer level (solid black). The invariant
neighborhood forVFV (2) consists of1 + 5k points: the irregular vertex0, the points with numbers1, . . . , 5 in the reference
wedge, together with their copies to the otherk − 1 wedges. The reader may easily check that the restriction of the limit
subdivision surface to a certain neighborhood of the irregular vertex, namely to the triangles in the1-ring U ′

1 after the first
refinement step, only depends on the control points associated with the vertices in the above invariant neighborhood. Using the
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44

4 4
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Figure 15:Stencils for old and new vertices forVFV (2) wherek denotes the valence of the center vertex. On the right a section
of the invariant neighborhood with the unique vertices relevant forVFV (2) numbered.

vertex numbering from the figure and powers ofz to indicate the wedge numbering clockwise around the irregular vertex, the
subdivision matrix can be written in the Fourier domain in block-diagonal form. Let

B̃(z) =
1
27


15 12 0 0 0 0
8 z−1 + 8 + 8z + z2 0 1 0 0
1 8 + 8z 1 + z 8 0 0
2 2 + 15z + 2z2 2z 2 + 2z 0 0
0 1 + 8z 8z 8 + z 0 1
0 8z + z2 8z 1 + 8z z 0

 , z = eit ,

and denote byB(z) the5 × 5 submatrix obtained by deleting the first column and row fromB̃(z). ThenS̃ is similar to the
block-diagonal matrixdiag(B0, B1, . . . , Bk−1), whereB0 := B̃(1) andBj := B(ωj

k), j = 1, . . . , k − 1 (ωk := ei2π/k). The
similarity transform is given by an appropriately scaled block-DFT matrix followed by a permutation (see [16, Eq. (2.6)]) and
is thus unitary up to a diagonal scaling. The coefficients for the polynomial entries ofB̃(z) can be computed easily by using
the stencils shown in Figure15.

Thus, in order to investigate the spectrum ofS̃, we have to assess the spectra ofB̃(1) andB(z) evaluated at thek-th roots of
unity. Due to the4× 2 zero submatrix in the last two columns ofB̃(1) resp.B(z), we always have the eigen values

λ̃5..6 = ± 1
27

resp. λ4..5(eit) = ±eit/2

27
,

and are left with eigen value problems for the smaller matrices

B̃′(1) =
1
27


15 12 0 0
8 18 0 1
1 16 2 8
2 19 2 4

 , B′(z) =
1
27

 z−1 + 8 + 8z + z2 0 1
8 + 8z 1 + z 8

2 + 15z + 2z2 2z 2 + 2z

 .

Using Maple, we find the eigen values

λ̃1 = 1 , λ̃2 =
1
3

, λ̃3..4 =
3±

√
33

54
,

for B̃′(1). Thus, the subdominant eigen value ofB0 is 1/3, independently ofk.
The eigen values ofB′(eit) are simple and of the form

λr(eit) = eit/2ρr(t) , r = 1, 2, 3 ,
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where the functionsρr(t) are real-valued. Indeed, settingy = diag(z1/2, z1/2, 1)x andµ = z−1/2λ one easily computes that

B′(z)x = λx ⇐⇒ C(z)x̂ = µy ,

where

C(z) =
1
27


1

z
√

z
+ 8 1√

z
+ 8

√
z + z

√
z 0 1

8( 1√
z

+
√

z) 1√
z

+
√

z 8
2
z + 15 + 2z 2 2( 1√

z
+
√

z)

 =
1
27

 2 cos t
2 (7 + 2 cos t) 0 1
16 cos t

2 2 cos t
2 8

15 + 4 cos t 2 4 cos t
2


is real-valued and has three distinct real eigen values for allt. The function

ρ(t) = max
r
|ρr(t)| = max

r
|λr(eit)|

satisfiesρ(2π − t) = ρ(t) and is strictly monotonically decreasing on[0, π], with ρ(0) ≈ 0.719822, ρ(2π/3) = 1/3, ρ(π) =
1/(3

√
3). As a consequence, there are two dominant (complex conjugate) eigen values for the matricesBj , one associated

with B1, the other withBk−1. Their absolute value is always> 1/3, except for the casek = 3. These facts are illustrated in
Figure16.
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Figure 16:Numerical data on the spectra ofC(eit) andBj .

Altogether, we see that except fork = 3, we can determine a unique pair

λ2 = λ1(ei2π/k) , λ3 = λ1(ei2π(k−1)/k) (|λ2| = |λ3|)

of subdominant complex conjugate eigen values ofS̃ (i.e., satisfying1 > |λ2| = |λ3| > |λ4| ≥ . . .). The same property holds
for VFV (3). Fork = 3, a dominant pair of eigen spaces cannot exist since we have|λ2| = |λ3| = λ4 = 1/3. This stalls the
further investigation in this case.

For k ≥ 4, the characteristic mapΦ is defined by applying subdivision to the real and imaginary part of the eigen vector
corresponding toλ2 = λ′1(e

it), and restricting the limiting function to the triangles in the1-ring neighborhoodU1 of 0. Thus, we
can view the characteristic map as the result of applying the subdivision scheme to a given (compactly supported) set{(f0

1 , f0
2 )}

of two-dimensional control points associated with the vertices of thek-regular triangulation around0. Approximately, the
regularity and injectivity of this map can be judged from the triangulation obtained from the control points{(f j

1 , f j
2 )} after

somej steps. The first two pictures of Figure17 show these triangulations (more precisely, the part corresponding toU1) after
j = 2, 4 steps fork = 4. Since by definition of the invariant neighborhood and the eigen vectorsf1, f2 in the definition of the
characteristic map these triangulations are similar in the vicinity of the irregular vertex, problems with the characteristic map
can usually be spotted already forj = 0. For this reason, and the obvious rotational symmetry, we need to show only one wedge
of the triangulated image forj = 0. For better comparison, especially to better visualize the behavior of the characteristic map
ask →∞, we will map this wedge of angle2π/k to a normalized wedge of angleπ/2 resulting in anormalized characteristic
wedge. Figure18 shows normalized characteristic wedges forVFV (2) resp.VFV (3) and variousk. Obviously, there are no
problems in the limitk →∞.
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Figure 18:Normalized characteristic wedges forVFV (2) andVFV (3).
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A.2 Details for Flap Modification
To analyze the effect of these modifications, we consider the operatorS̃ for the most generalVFV (2)-replacement, i.e., for
VFVc1,c2 = VFVc2 ◦ VFVc1 ◦ TV V,3. The stencils for this scheme are shown in Figures20(a)and20(b). Note that forc1 6= 1
we have two types of stencils for new vertices, for those in the1-ring U1 of the irregular vertex and for all others. It turns out
that the invariant neighborhood for defining̃S remains the same. Computing the counterpart ofB̃(z) leads us to

B̃(z) =
1
27


6 + 9c1c2 (21− 9c1c2) 0 0 0 0
(3c1 + 5) z−1 + 8 + 8z + z2 + 3(1− c1)δ(z) 0 1 0 0

1 8 + 8z 1 + z 8 0 0
2 2 + 15z + 2z2 2z 2 + 2z 0 0
0 1 + 8z 8z 8 + z 0 1
0 8z + z2 8z 1 + 8z z 0

 ,

whereδ(z) = (
∑k−1

l=0 zl)/k, i.e.,δ(ωj
k) = δj , j = 0, . . . , k−1. B(z) andBj , j = 0, . . . , k−1, are defined as before. Obviously,

this implies that the diagonal blocksBj for VFVc1,c2 do not depend on the choice of these parameters, and are therefore the
same as forVFV (2), wherec1 = c2 = 1. However, the matrixB0 changes, and in light of our findings forVFV (2) our
goal is to decrease its subdominant eigen valueλ̃2 below 1/3. According to our calculations,any choice0 ≤ c1, c2 ≤ 1,
(c1, c2) 6= (1, 1) leads to this goal, and to the existence of a dominant pair of eigen spaces. See Figure19 for the behavior of
the absolute value|λ̃2| of the subdominant eigen value ofB0 for the cases of modifiedVFVc(2), VFVc,1(2), andVFVc,2(2)
schemes and0 ≤ c ≤ 1.
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Figure 19:Subdominant eigenvalue ofB0 as function of the parameterc of the flapmodification ofVFV (2).

We add a comment which applies to the material in later appendices as well. By restricting our above discussion to non-
negative values ofc1, c2, we guarantee the non-negativity of all coefficients of the averaging rules inall substeps of the com-
posite scheme. On the other hand, this restricts our flexibility of influencing the spectrum ofS̃. In the above example, the
subdominant eigen value ofB0 can be changed into any value in the interval[1/4, 1/3] but not be made smaller than1/4 in
magnitude. Fork = 3, the desirable value would be|λ2..3|2 = 1/9, which can only be achieved by allowing negative values of
c1.

A.3 Details for Weight Modification
Recall that we defined thẽVFα-rule for triangles with one irregular vertex (atv1) by setting the values of its weights to

a1 = α , a2 = a3 = (1− α)/2 , .

In analogy to the above, we could define modified rules such asVFVα(n) etc. by replacingVF by ṼFα accordingly. As before,
we concentrate onn = 2, and consider the generalVFVα1,α2 scheme. To obtain meaningful results, we must haveα1 = 1/3,
which rules out the use ofVFVα,1(n) andVFVα(n). Otherwise, constants are not preserved by the schemeVFVα1,α2 , and
the leading eigen value of̃S has value6= 1 which violates the convergence condition of the subdivision scheme at the irregular
vertex.
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After settingα1 = 1/3 andξ = (1 − 3α2)/4, we derive the stencils shown in Figures20(c) and20(d), and obtain the
counterpart ofB̃(z) as

B̃(z) =
1
27


15− 24ξ 12 + 24ξ 0 0 0 0
8− 8ξ ((1 + ξ)(z−1 + z2) + (8 + 3ξ)(1 + z) 0 1 0 0

1 8 + 8z 1 + z 8 0 0
2 2 + 15z + 2z2 2z 2 + 2z 0 0
0 1 + 8z 8z 8 + z 0 1
0 8z + z2 8z 1 + 8z z 0

 .

This time both the subdominant eigen value ofB0 and the leading eigen values ofB(eit) resp.C(eit) will change. Fortunately,
if ξ > 0 then the subdominant eigen value ofB0 will become less than1/3 while the dominant eigen value ofC(ei2jπ/k) (and
thus ofBj) is larger than1/3, for all j = 1, . . . , k − 1, andk = 3, 4, 5.

According to the above, we can recommend the use of theVFVα,n(n) scheme, with the modificationα < 1/3 switched on
only for smallk. Although asymptotically it does not matter whether we use the specific weights proposed in Section2.1.3
for the triangles around an irregular vertex, or any otherṼFα-rule with parameterα < 1/3, the shape of basis functions for
vertices of valencek = 3, 4 shown in Figure7 indicate that smallerα-values generally yield better visual results which has its
explanation in the decreasing|λ4|/|λ2..3| ratio. In analogy to the observations for flap modifications, valuesα < 0 are required
to obtain optimal visual performance for valencesk = 3, 4.

A.4 FVF (n) and Other Dual Schemes
Above we have asserted that dual schemes such asFVF (n) or FVFF (n) inherit their properties from the primal composite
subdivision schemes they are derived from. We will substantiate this claim by showing the following:If a composite primal
scheme of the form

SV := F̂ V ◦ V̂F ◦ TV V,n

(1) consists of averaging ruleŝFV , V̂F with locally supported and uniformly bounded stencils; (2) has the property that the
upsampling ruleT̂VF := V̂F ◦ TV V,r reproduces at least constants; and (3) converges in theC-norm then the associated dual
scheme

SF := V̂F ◦ TV V,r ◦ F̂ V

also converges inC. Moreover, the basis functionsφf associated with faces for the dual scheme are finite linear combinations

of the basis functionsφv associated with vertices for the primal scheme (with coefficients solely determined byF̂ V ). Clearly,
this implies that the smoothness properties of the two schemes are essentially the same. In particular, the above result covers
FVF (n) if we set

F̂ V = FV , V̂F = VF ◦ (FV ◦ VF )n−1 , r = 3 ,

the modified rules are obtained by substitutingFV by the flap modification resp.VF by the weight modification accordingly.
Analogously, in order to treatFVFF (n) we have to set

F̂ V = FV , V̂F = FF1/4 ◦ VF ◦ (FV ◦ FF1/4 ◦ VF )n−1 , r = 4 ,

Note that another dual scheme denoted byFFVF (n) is obtained by setting

F̂ V = FV ◦ FF1/4 , V̂F = V F ◦ (FV ◦ FF1/4 ◦ VF )n−1 , r = 4 .
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Last but not least, the natural dual to Kobbelt’s primal scheme would require settingF̂ V = FV , V̂F = FF ◦ V F , andr = 3.
Modifications for the irregular vertex treatment are allowed for substitution in the admissible places.

For simplicity, we will give the argument for the above statements for the triangle case and assume thatF̂ V coincides with
the elementary averaging ruleFV . Let Vm, Fm denote the sets of vertices and faces (triangles) afterm refinement steps. Let
ev, ef be unit coordinate vectors of length|V0|, |F0| associated withv ∈ V0, f ∈ F0, respectively. By the assumptions on the
primal scheme, for eachv ∈ V0, there exists a unique locally supported continuous basis functionφv such that

εv(m) := max
Vm

|Sm
V ev − φv|Vm

| −→ 0 , m −→ ∞ .

Setφf := (
∑

v∈f φv)/3 for eachf ∈ Fm, and consider

εf (m) := max
Fm

|Sm
F ef − φf |Fm

| .

Without loss of generality, the sequenceφf |Fm
is defined by assigning the values ofφf at the barycenters to the faces inFm.

By definition ofSF , we can write
Sm

F = V̂F ◦ TV V,r ◦ Sm−1
V ◦ FV .

SinceFV ef = (
∑

v∈f ev)/3, we have the component-wise estimate

|Sm
F ef − φf |Fm

| ≤ 1
3

∑
v∈f

|T̂VF ◦ Sm−1
V ev − φv|Fm

|

≤ 1
3

∑
v∈f

|T̂VF (Sm−1
V ev − φv|Vm−1)|+

1
3

∑
v∈f

|T̂VF φv|Vm−1 − φf |Fm
)|

≡ ε1 + ε2 .

Sinceε1 ≤ C
∑

v∈f εv(m − 1) with C only depending on the coefficients of the upsampling ruleT̂VF , we haveε1 → 0
asm → ∞ (uniformly with respect tof ∈ F0). Moreover, sincêTVF is local and preserves constants, and the compactly
supportedφv are uniformly continuous, we also haveε2 → 0. This proves thatεf (m) → 0 for m →∞. In other words,Sm

F ef

converges uniformly to the continuous functionφf = (
∑

v∈f φv)/3 for anyf ∈ F0, which also implies the other statements.

Obviously, if F̂ V is defined by a more general local rule, the proof remains the same, only the expression ofφf as a linear
combination of primal basis functionsφv has to be changed accordingly.

This derivation also shows that in order to keep the dual scheme as local as possible, it is recommended to construct it with
a ruleF̂ V , which is as compact as possible. E.g.,FVFF (n) should be preferred overFFVF (n) in this respect. Note that,
in contrast to primal schemes such asVFV (n) andVFFV (n) for which the basis functionsφv are linearly independent, the
derived dual schemes usually do not have this property. E.g., ifv ∈ V0 is a vertex of even valencek = 2k′ then

φf1 − φf2 + . . . + φf2k′−1
− φf2k′ = 0 ,

wheref1, . . . , f2k′ are the triangles attached tov in consecutive order.

A.5 Details for Kobbelt’s scheme
Above, we claimed that in the regular case Kobbelt’s scheme can be written as a composite

√
3-subdivision rule, more precisely,

as
S = FV ◦ FF ◦ VF ◦ TV V,3 .

Figure21(a)shows the stencils for thisS. They coincide with Kobbelt’s [6] for k = 6. As we will see below, thisS guarantees
C1 smoothness for irregular vertices of valencek > 3.

To deal withk = 3, and to enhance the smoothness properties for low valencesk < 6, we consider two modifications.
First, as we already did for theVFV (n) schemes, we will replaceFV by the flap ruleFVc with c < 1 resulting in a modified
irregular vertex stencil (Figure21(b)). From the stencils we find that a suitable invariant neighborhood consists of the vertices
in the2-ring around the irregular vertex (i.e., generated by the vertices indexed0, . . . , 3 in Figure15), and compute the matrix
functions

B̃(z) =
1
18


6(1 + c) 6(2− c) 0 0

6 6(1 + z) 0 0
0 6(1 + z) 0 6
1 1 + 12z + z2 z 1 + z

 , B(z) =
1
18

 6(1 + z) 0 0
6(1 + z) 0 6

1 + 12z + z2 z 1 + z

 , z = eit .
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scheme.
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b
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(c) F̃F β rule and resulting stencils near irregular vertices (b =

(1− 2β)/k, g = (4− 3β)/9).

Figure 21:Stencils and modifications for Kobbelt’s subdivision scheme when expressed through repeated averaging.

As before,S̃ is similar to diag(B0, B1, . . . , Bk−1), whereB0 = B̃(1) andBj = B(ωj
k), j = 1, . . . , k − 1. The4 × 4 eigen

value problem forB0 splits into two smaller eigen value problems for the2× 2 diagonal blocks, and we obtain

λ̃1 = 1 , λ̃2 = c/3 , λ̃3..4 = (1±
√

7)/18 .

Analogously, the eigen values forB(eit) are given by

λ1(eit) =
2eit/2

3
cos

t

2
, λ2..3(eit) =

eit/2

18
(cos

t

2
±

√
6 + cos2

t

2
) .

None of these eigen values create nontrivial Jordan blocks. Obviously,

|λ2..3(eit)| ≤ 1 +
√

7
18

<
1
3

for all t, and
max

j=1,...,k−1
|λ1(2πj/k)| = |λ1(2π/k)| = 2/3 cos(π/k) ≥ 1/3 ,

for all k ≥ 3. This maximum is attained in exactly two cases, forj = 1 andj = k − 1. Thus, if we takec < 1 then we have
a dominant pair of eigen spaces forS̃ associated withB1 andBk−1 since the subdominant eigen value ofB0 becomes smaller
than1/3. Without this modification, i.e., forc = 1, there is a conflict fork = 3 since we have a subdominant eigen value
|λ2| = |λ3| = λ4 = 1/3 of multiplicity 3.

The alternative to usingFVc is to replace theFF rule by its weight modificatioñFF β as shown in Figure21(c). Note that
the modification is only used if the center triangle of the flap region contains an irregular vertex (with valencek 6= 6), in all
other cases we use the originalFF stencil which is obtained by settingβ = 1/3. The analysis is very similar since the new

B̃(z) =
1
18


36β 18(1− 2β) 0 0

12β + 2 (8− 6β)(1 + z) 0 0
0 6(1 + z) 0 6
1 1 + 12z + z2 z 1 + z

 , B(z) =
1
18

 (8− 6β)(1 + z) 0 0
6(1 + z) 0 6

1 + 12z + z2 z 1 + z

 , z = eit .

also lead to explicitly solvable eigen value problems. As a result, by choosingβ < 1/3 we achieve

max
j=1,...,k−1

max
r=1,2,3

|λr(2πj/k)| = |λ1(2π/k)| = 2(4− 3β)/9 cos(π/k) > 1/3 ,

for anyk ≥ 3 while the subdominant eigen value ofB0 becomes̃λ2 = (12β − 1)/9 < 1/3. This gives a dominating pair of
eigen spaces associated withB1 andBk−1 as desired.

Clearly, both modifications may be combined. Note that Kobbelt’s original rules [6] would be obtained if we choose theFVc

modification with parameter

c = ck =
4
3

cos2(π/k) =
2
3
(cos(2π/k) + 1) ,

(but leaveFF unchanged) in which case the subdominant eigen value ofB0 equals|λ2..3|2 as is desirable. Thus, for largek
c-values slightly larger than1 can be used as well.
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A.6 Details for Loop’s Scheme: VEV (2)

The analysis forVEV (2) parallels the one in the previous subsection. We will analyze the following modifiedVEV (2):

S = EVc ◦ Ṽ ♦Eγ ◦ EV ◦ V ♦E ◦ TV V,4 = EVc ◦ Ṽ ♦Eγ ◦ VEV (1) ,

where the flap modificationEVc and the weight modificatioñV ♦Eγ were defined in Figures14(e)and14(f) and are allowed to

have parameter valuesc 6= 1 andγ 6= 1/4 at irregular vertices only. Obviously,EV1 = EV andṼ ♦E1/4 = V ♦E. With these
parameters we have Loop’s scheme for the regular case. In our analysis below, we will for simplicity assume that the weights
in these parameter rules remain non-negative, i.e.,0 ≤ c ≤ 1 and0 ≤ γ ≤ 1/3. SinceVEV (1) is the linear spline subdivision
scheme, it is easy to check that the stencils for the aboveS are as shown in Figure22.

3/8k

3/8k

3/8k
3/8k

3/8k

5/8 3/8 3/8

1/8

1/8

(a) Unmodified stencils for Loop’s scheme.

a/k

a/k

a/k
a/k

a/k

1-a
(21-12γ)/48

(5+4γ)/48

(17+4γ)/48

(5+4γ)/48

(b) Stencils for modified Loop scheme near irregular ver-
tices (a = (1− (1− 3γ)c)/2).

Figure 22:Stencils for Loop’s scheme.

As before, the invariant neighborhood consists of the vertices in the2-ring around the irregular vertex. From the stencils, we
obtain

B̃(z) =
1
48


24(1− c(1− 3γ)) 24(1 + c(1− 3γ)) 0 0

21− 12γ 17 + 4γ + (5 + 4γ)(z−1 + z) 0 0
3 3(10 + z−1 + z) 3 3(1 + z−1)
6 18(1 + z) 0 6

 ,

and

B(z) =
1
48

 17 + 4γ + (5 + 4γ)(z−1 + z) 0 0
3(10 + z−1 + z) 3 3(1 + z−1)

18(1 + z) 0 6

 , z = eit .

From this we see that̃S has eigen values1/8 and1/16 of multiplicity at leastk. The remaining eigen values are

λ(ei2πj/k) = (17 + 4γ + 2(5 + 4γ) cos(2πj/k))/48 ,

and correspond to the matricesBj , j = 1, . . . , k − 1, while B0 contributes the leading eigen value1 and

λ = (1 + 8c(1− 3γ) + 4γ)/16 .

Since allBj are similar to diagonal matrices, there are no nontrivial cyclic eigen spaces. To ensure a dominating pair of eigen
spaces associated withB1 andBk−1, the following inequality has to be satisfied:

λ(ei2π/k) = (17 + 4γ + 2(5 + 4γ) cos(2π/k))/48 > max(1/8, (1 + 8c(1− 3γ) + 4γ)/16) ,

or, equivalently,

cos(2π/k)) >
max(6, 3 + 24c(1− 3γ) + 12γ)− 17− 4γ

10 + 8γ
.

For the unmodified scheme, i.e., forc = 1, γ = 1/4, the right-hand side becomes−1/2, which excludesk = 3. On the other
hand, ifγ = 1/4 and0 ≤ c < 1 resp. if1/4 < γ ≤ 1/3 andc = 1, it is easy to check that the right-hand side is less than−1/2,
in which case the condition holds for all valencesk ≥ 3. A more thorough checking shows that the right-hand side remains
< −1/2 for all c, γ in the specified ranges, except for0 ≤ γ ≤ 1/3− 5/(12(6c− 1)), 3/8 ≤ c ≤ 1. Note that this holds also
for some values(c, γ) 6∈ [0, 1]× [0, 1/3]. A full analysis forγ = 1/4, including the investigation of the characteristic map, has
been given by Umlauf [13] (using direct modifications of the stencil for old vertices).
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Property n = 1 n = 2 n = 3
Sum rule order 2 4 6
Stability yes yes yes
Sobolev regularity 1.6209 3.7946 5.8913
Hölder regularity 0.8480 3.2419 5.4501

Table 2:Basic properties ofVFFV (n), n ≤ 3, in the regular case.

A.7 Details for VFFV (n)

These composite primal schemes for the quadrisection case were introduced in Section3 as a possible counterpart of the
VFV (n) schemes. They automatically yield a family of dual schemes with similar properties, see AppendixA.4. Table2
summarizes the properties of these schemes for the regular case. This analysis is standard (along the lines of [4]) and we omit
the details. Increasingn quickly improves both Ḧolder and Sobolev smoothness.

We will discuss here some details of the irregular vertex treatment forVFFV (2). SinceVFFV (n) is the result of repeated
application of elementaryVF , FF1/4, andFV rules, the treatment of potential problems with the smoothness near irregular

vertices can be based on replacing the averaging operationsVF , FV by the previously proposed modifications̃VF d, FVc, or

FF1/4 by its weight modificatioñFF
′
α as shown in Figure25(a). For simplicity, we will only analyze the case of a singleFVc

modification with0 ≤ c ≤ 1 in the last step, i.e., we will consider the subdivision scheme

S = FVc ◦ FF1/4 ◦ VF ◦ FV ◦ FF1/4 ◦ VF ◦ TV V,4 .

SinceVFFV (1) is an interpolatory subdivision scheme with stencils as shown in Figure23(a), the stencils for the above
VFFV (2) modification are also easy to derive (Figure23(b)). A minimal invariant neighborhood suitable for the irregular
vertex treatment needs to include1 + 7k vertices (Figure23(c)shows the corresponding indices in a reference wedge).
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e
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e
414+300c

(b) Stencils for modifiedVFFV (2) scheme for regular vertices (old and new) on the left and
at an irregular vertex (e = (864−288c)/k, f = (18−12c)/k, all coefficients are multiplied
by 1296).
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(c) Invariant neighborhood label-
ing for VFFV (2).

Figure 23:Stencils forVFFV (1) andVFFV (2).

With this we are in position to generate the associated8× 8 matrix functionB̃(z). To save space, we observe that it contains
a 6 × 2 zero submatrix in the last two columns. Thus, the eigen value problem forS̃ can be reduced to eigen value problems
for two smaller matrices. The eigen values of theBj , j = 0, . . . , k − 1, corresponding to the2× 2 submatrix

B̃′(z) =
1

1296

(
1 1 + z
0 1

)
=⇒ λ̃′1(z) =

1
648

, λ̃′2(z) =
1

1296
,

(with z = ωj
k) are independent ofj, and too small to be of further concern. Thus, we are left with the other6 × 6 matrix

function

B̃′′(z) =
1

1296


414 + 300c 864− 288c 18− 12c 0 0 0

448 448 + 166(z + z−1) + 16(z2 + z−2) + z3 + z−3 16(1 + z−1) 2 0 0
166 448(1 + z) + 16(z−1 + z2) 166 + 2(z + z−1) 16(1 + z) 0 0
96 714 + 96(z + z−1) + (z2 + z−2) 96(1 + z−1) 96 + z + z−1 1 z−1

16 448 + 166z + 2z−1 448 + 16z−1 166 + 16z 16 2
16 166 + 448z + 2z2 448 + 16z 16 + 166z 2 16

 .
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The leading eigen values ofB′′
0 = B̃′′(1) areλ′′1 = 1 andλ′′2 = 1/4 if c = 1 andλ′′2 < 1/4 if 0 ≤ c < 1. The behavior ofλ′′2

as a function ofc (Figure24 (a)) has been investigated numerically. LetB′′(z) be the5 × 5 submatrix ofB̃′′(z) obtained by
deleting the first row and column. Note thatB′′

j = B′′(ei2πj/k), j = 1, . . . , k − 1. These matrices account for the remaining

eigen values of̃S. We see from Figure24 (b) that the largest magnitude eigen values of allBj come fromB1 andBk−1. Their
value is strictly increasing withk, and approaches0.6653... if k → ∞. It is > 1/4 for all k ≥ 4, and= 1/4 for k = 3. Thus,
we can expect the unmodifiedVFFV (2) scheme (c = 1) to yield theC1 property at irregular vertices, except if we havek = 3.
To deal withk = 3, we should takec < 1. The choicesc = 0 for k ≤ 4, c ≈ 1/2 for k = 5, c = 1 for k ≥ 6 seem to yield
a best separation of the subdominant eigen pairλ2..3 of S̃ from λ4 within the considered range of non-negativec. As above,
further improvements in this respect can only be expected with negative parameter settings.
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Figure 24:Subdominant eigen value ofB0 (left) and nontrivial eigen values ofB′′(eit) for VFFV (2) with FVc modification
(right).

A.8 Details for the Half-Box Spline Scheme

Here we consider the dual subdivision schemeS = FF1/4 ◦ FF−1/2 ◦ FF1/4 ◦ TFF,4 for quadrisection. To deal with the

C1 property near irregular vertices of low valence, we replace theFF1/4 rule by a weight modificatioñFF
′
α as shown in

Figure25(a). (Note the differences with̃FF β used inA.5 which is a weight modification ofFF .) Clearly, whenever the
irregular vertex isnot among the vertices of the center triangle we use the original ruleFF1/4. The stencils for the resultingS
are shown in Figure25(b).
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Figure 25:Generalized half-box spline subdivision.

In the regular case, it is well-known that the limiting surface is aC1 cubic half-box spline with respect to the coarse trian-
gulation. Basis functions are supported in a1-ring around the face they correspond to. Thus, the2-ring neighborhood of the
irregular vertex can be used as the invariant neighborhood for the subsequent analysis. The enumeration of the faces within
this invariant neighborhood is shown in Figure25(c). After the same scaled unitary transformations as used before we see
that S̃ is similar to the block-diagonal matrix diag(B0, B1, . . . , Bk−1), whereBj = B(ωj

k), j = 0, . . . , k − 1, is given by the
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lower-triangular matrix function

B(eit) =


1− (1− cos t)/4− α(1− cos 2t) 0 0 0

(1 + 2 cos t)/4 1/4 0 0
(4 + e−it)/8 (1 + e−it)/8 1/8 0
(4 + eit)/8 (1 + eit)/8 0 1/8

 .

The eigen values of̃S areλ = 1/4 (of multiplicity at leastk), λ = 1/8 (of multiplicity at least2k), and

λ = 1− (1− cos(2πj/k))/4− α(1− cos(4πj/k)) , j = 0, . . . , k − 1 .

Thus, in order forS̃ to possess a dominating pair of eigen spaces associated withB1 andBk−1, we need to ensure that the
functionr(t) = 1− (1− cos t)/4− α(1− cos 2t) satisfies

r(2π/k) > max{1/4, r(2πj/k), 2 ≤ j < k/2} .

The reason thatj = k/2 for evenk can be excluded is that the corresponding eigen vector ofBk/2 is (1 − 1 1 1)T , and leads
to a distinguished±1 pattern for the associated control net which extends in a natural way to the wholek-regular triangulation.
Thus, the limiting surface corresponding to this particular eigen vector ofS̃ vanishes in a neighborhood of the irregular vertex,
and does not have to be taken into account for the smoothness analysis.

For the half boxspline scheme, i.e., if we takeα = 1/4, the above condition onr(t) is satisfied ifk ≥ 6 while it is violated for
k < 6. Indeed, fork = 3, 4 the subdominant eigen value isλ = 1/4 with multiplicity k + 2, while for k = 5 the subdominant
eigen value isλ = 3/8 with multiplicity 4. Let us verify that takingα < 1/4 for k < 6 rectifies the situation. We have

r(2π/5) > r(π/2) = 3/4− 2α > 1/4 , r(2π/3) = 1− 3/2(1/4 + α) > 1/4 ,

while for k = 5 we also have

r(2π/5)− r(4π/5) = (cos 2π/5− cos 4π/5)(1/4− α) > 0 .

This implies the above requirement for allk < 6. For practical use, we recommend the following valence-dependent values for
α = αk:

α3 = 1/12 , α4 = 1/8 , α5 = 1/4− 1/(16 sin2(2π/5)) = 0.1809... ,

andαk = 1/4 for k ≥ 6. With these valuesλ2..3 = 1/2 for k ≤ 6 which separates the subdominant eigen pair sufficiently
from the remaining eigen values ofS.
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